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The Royal
La nueva colección Royal de Church’s realizada 
para clientes siempre exigentes de calzar sus pies 
con lo mejor,  está realizada con la piel proveniente 
de las mejores curtidurías del mundo. Realizados 
de material artesanal ya que cada pieza se corta 
a mano y solo se utiliza la pieza perfecta.

Las cuatro líneas que lo componen, The King, The 
Prince, The Duke y The Viscount, están pulidas a 
mano, la técnica conocida como “petillant”, tienes 
que ser un experto en la materia, haber trabajado 
muchos años en ella para poder dominarla, 
debido a la alta concentración que requiere.

Por todas estas razones de tan alta calidad en su 
producción, convierte a la marca en  el principal 
zapatero inglés del mundo. La firma Church’s  
perteneciente al grupo Prada, desde 1999, han 
mantenido la artesanía y el buen hacer a mano 
de la casa en su fábrica de Northampton, se 
necesitan aproximadamente 250 pasos manuales 
y 8 semanas de fabricación para crear un solo 
par de zapatos.

•

Fotografías: Cortesía The Church´s SPAGNA - THE WHITE PAPER - CHURCH'S - 01.12.21
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Shoes fit for a king? Look no further than Church's 

The storied English footwear brand Church's new Royal collection is a step above the rest, says Teo van 

den Broeke 

By Teo van den Broeke 

14 October 2021 

 

Sometimes all you need in life is a sodding great pair of formal shoes. It's a 
point that Church's, the Prada-owned, Northamptonshire-based shoemaker, 
knows better than most – and one that the company will no doubt be 
bellowing from the rooftops (with plenty of extra vigour) now that lockdowns 
are over and we're back living in the real world.  



 

The brand's new Royal collection is a case in understated point. Consisting of 
four styles, each shoe is built around the ultra-refined 165 last, with its 
elegantly nipped arch and rounded toe, while the uppers for each are crafted 
from the finest portions of cowhide available on the market, devoid of 
imperfections or blemishes.  

In no particular order, the new Church's court consists of the King, a 
perfect whole-cut Oxford shoe, the lack of visible stitching on the upper 
making it resemble a particularly sleek killer whale. Then comes the fully 
brogued Duke Oxford, there's a toe-capped Oxford, otherwise known as 
Prince, and the Viscount, a natty Chelsea boot.  

When it comes to wearing the Viscount, we would recommend teaming with a 
pair of contrast socks, in pale mint, perhaps, and a pair of slim-cut cropped 
white jeans. The most casual of the four styles, the boot lends itself to a 
slightly lower-key look.  



 

When it comes to the brogues, you're best off pairing them with a pair of 
chunky oatmeal socks and a rolled-up pair of blue jeans. The toe-cap Oxford 
(Prince, remember?) will look its best worn with a charcoal cashmere suit 
trouser – a cuffed bottom is essential – while the King will work best with a 
formal black suit, from Prada, natch.  

Oh, and when it comes to caring for your new shoes, always fill them with 
proper wooden trees between wears and polish liberally. The sensitive hides 
from which they're made need to be treated with the selfsame care you treat 
your own face. 
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Text: 

Twenty-three New Yorkers, photographed between September 17 and October 28, 2021, offer a time capsule of 

what it means to be young today. 
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Technically speaking, there is no single “Dainite sole.” Dainite—a portmanteau of “day and night” owing to the 

rubber mill’s constant output—is the trade name given to a range of soles produced by Harboro Rubber. 

However, it’s most commonly used to refer to the range’s studded sole. 

 

 

To learn why the Dainite sole has become so synonymous with English shoemaking, we enlisted the aid of a 

man uniquely qualified to speak on the subject. Jonathan Jones is the marketing director of Crockett & Jones and 

is among the fourth generation of his family to work in the company. For Jones, Harboro Rubber is something of 

a family business, too: It was founded by his great-uncle and today is chaired by one of his cousins.  

As Jones explains, the Dainite sole differs from a typical rubber sole in that it is not a “unit sole,” meaning a one-

piece molded sole made entirely from rubber. Instead, it is built like a traditional dress sole complete with leather 

heel lifts and a stitched Goodyear welt. The difference is that it is finished by a rubber “top piece” that provides 

all the utility of a rubber sole while allowing for a dress-shoe appearance from almost any angle.  
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“When you see it from the side profile, it’s a lot smarter…most of the rubber soles that you see out there are just 

pure rubber and a lot more simplistic,” he says. 

Furthermore, the existence of the Goodyear welt means that any shoe with a Dainite sole can be resoled, greatly 

extending its lifetime. Crockett & Jones, which features the studded Dainite sole in styles including its Ashdown 

derby, Tetbury chukka and Chelsea 11, resoles shoes from customers across the world via a repair service based 

out of its Northampton factory. 

And then there are the studs: The recessed dots provide extra traction on slippery streets but, unlike lugs, won’t 

pick up dirt or mud that could be tracked into the office later. In other words, an ideal city shoe in inclement 

weather.  

However, should you wish to marry that studded factor to a more polished look, Crockett & Jones produces 

styles with a “city sole” made exclusively for the brand by Harboro Rubber. The sole, which was introduced in 

2016 and designed by the shoemaker, features a trimmer rubber sole marked by more level studs. It appropriately 

features in smarter styles like the Connaught 2 oxford and Boston penny loafer. 

While Jones adds that consumers are increasingly favoring rubber-soled shoes with each passing year, the 

Dainite sole is not a new development for his company. Crockett & Jones began outfitting its chukka boots with 

them in the 1980s, a decision made by Jones himself.  

And though the use of Dainite soles is not confined to Northampton—it has also been employed by American 

makers like Allen Edmonds and Oak Street Bootmakers—its distinct provenance remains a key part of its 

appeal. As Jones says, Dainite’s X-factor “is that it’s unique, and British made.” 
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Full Text: 

 

The photographer Richard Avedon once described models as “a group of underdeveloped, frightened, insecure 

women, most of whom have been thought ugly as children—too tall and too skinny.” Since that time, much has 

changed. Models have become business powerhouses and, at the top of the industry, can make tens of millions of 

dollars a year. What hasn’t changed is that modeling is governed by highly subjective standards. But Karlie 

Kloss is trying to transform that. 

After starting to model at 13 years old, Kloss learned some hard truths. “As a young model, your worth, your 

success or failure is based on the opinions of others about you,” says Kloss, now 29. “And you don’t have 

control over that.”  
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So, 16 years, at least 43 Vogue covers worldwide and countless campaigns for brands including Versace, Dior 

and Louis Vuitton later, Kloss has recast her career strategy, seizing the reins of content production and not 

simply waiting to appear as booked talent. It’s something akin to being an actor who produces films. This 

summer, Kloss switched modeling agencies, joining The Society, which also represents Amber Valletta, Adut 

Akech and personalities such as musician Willow Smith and reality star–turned-model Kendall Jenner. In recent 

years, Kloss has invested in W magazine, alongside Jason Blum and Lewis Hamilton, as well as in companies 

including Therabody, Mirror and Reformation.  

And since last year, she has worked with Greg Propper, the co-founder of Propper Daley, a strategic social-

impact and consulting agency that advises brands and philanthropists, including stars like John Legend, on social 

change efforts. Propper has introduced Kloss to philanthropies such as New Profit, an organization that puts 

together venture philanthropy funds—essentially donations that are granted to social-impact entrepreneurs. Now 

Kloss is working with New Profit on an ambitious new initiative, the Postsecondary Innovation for Equity (PIE), 

that creates career pathways for nontraditional job candidates via investments in organizations that provide skills 

training and mentorships. Kloss is finding that she can relate: “I’m somebody who is not formally educated. I am 

a student of life.” 

“We saw the connections in what she was looking for in her philanthropy and what we were doing in backing 

these entrepreneurs to help them get their ideas to scale,” says Tulaine Montgomery, co-CEO of New Profit, 

noting that Karlie’s own path has been unconventional. Part of the work involves several Zoom briefings a 

month on everything from government policy to business plans. “Karlie has been learning as much as she has 

been offering ideas and insights,” says Montgomery. 
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minidress with a train and ruffled sleeves. “When I first started, I thought of it as this incredible after-school 

hobby,” says Kloss, who was typically chaperoned by a family member—or even once, her high school English 

teacher—on her early trips. “I had a key to the world. [But] I was also balancing my high school work and going 

to, like, lame Friday-night parties.”  

A turning point came when she graduated from high school in 2011. Until then, she had assumed she would 

follow her father’s path as a doctor. (He’s an emergency room physician, and her mother is an art director.) But 

Kloss had witnessed extended family go through the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. “I [had] this unique 

opportunity to make real income right now,” she says, “and be able to support the people that I love in a way that 

was unprecedented.” She took it. 

 

Marc Jacobs dress, $10,600, BergdorfGoodman.com, Church’s x Noir Kei Ninomiya shoes, $930, Church-

Footwear.com. 


